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Abstract. Test-driven development is a software development practice where small sections of test code are used to direct the development of program units. Writing test code prior to the production code promises several positive effects on the development process itself and on associated products and processes as well. However, there are few comparative studies on the effects of test-driven development. Thus, it is difficult to assess the potential process and product effects when applying test-driven development. In order to get an overview of the observed effects of test-driven development, an in-depth review of existing empirical studies was carried out. The results for ten different internal and external quality attributes indicate that test-driven development can reduce the amount of introduced defects and lead to more maintainable code. Parts of the implemented code may also be somewhat smaller in size and complexity. While maintenance of test-driven code can take less time, initial development may last longer. Besides the comparative analysis, this article sketches related work and gives an outlook on future research.
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1 Introduction

Red. Green. Refactor. The mantra of test-driven development [1] is contained in these words: red refers to the fact that first and foremost implementation of any feature should start with a failing test, green signifies the need to make that test pass as fast as possible and refactor is the keyword to symbolize that the code should be cleaned up and perfected to keep the internal structure of the code intact. But the question is, what lies behind these three words and what do we know about the effects of following such guidelines? Test-driven development reshapes the design and implementation of software [1] but does the change propagate to the associated software products and in which way are the processes altered with the introduction of this alternative way of development? The objective here was to explore these questions and to get an overview of the observed effects of test-driven development.

To seek out answers to these questions, we performed an integrative literature review and analyzed the experiences from existing empirical studies from the industry and academia that reported on the effects of test-driven development. A quality map containing ten quality attributes was formed using the data from the studies and the effects were studied in greater detail. The results of the comparative analysis suggest that test-driven development can affect quality attributes. Positive effects were reported in particular for defect densities and maintainability in industrial environments. Some studies, however, reported an increased development effort at the same time. Many of the other observed effects are neutral or inconclusive.

This paper has been divided into five sections. Related work is presented in Section 2 and the research method for this review is described in Section 3. The effects derived from the reviewed primary studies are detailed in Section 4 and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Test-driven development has been subject of reviews before. For instance, Turhan et al. [2] performed a systematic literature review on test-driven development that highlighted internal and external quality aspects. The review discovered that during the last decade, there have been hundreds of publications that mention test-driven development but few report empirically viable results.

Based on the reports, Turhan et al. were able to draw a picture of the overall effect test-driven development might have. They categorized their findings as internal and external quality, test quality and productivity. Individual metrics were assigned to these categories which were labeled to have better, worse, mixed or inconclusive effects. The rigor of each study was assessed by looking at the experimental setup and studies were further categorized into four distinct rigor levels.

Results from the review of Turhan et al. for each of the categories indicate that the effects vary. Internal quality—which consisted of size, complexity, cohesion and other product metrics—was reported to increase in several cases but more studies were found where there either was no difference or the results were mixed or worse. External quality, however, was seen to be somewhat higher as the majority of reviewed studies showed that the amount of defects dropped; relatively few studies showed a decrease in external quality or were inconclusive. The effect of test-driven development on productivity wasn’t clear; most industrial studies reported lowered productivity figures while other experiments had just the opposite results or were inconclusive. Surprisingly, Turhan et al. conclude that test quality, which means such attributes as code coverage and testing effort, was not superior in all cases when test-driven development was used. Test quality was considered better in certain studies but some reported inconclusive or even worse results.

A few years earlier, Jeffries and Melnik wrote down a short summary of existing studies about test-driven development [3]. The article covered around twenty
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studies both from the industry and academia, describing various context factors such as the number of participants, programming language and the duration for each study. The reported effects were categorized into productivity and generic quality effects which included defect rates as well as perceptions of quality.

Jeffries and Melnik summarize that in most of the industrial studies, more development effort was needed when the organizations took test-driven development into use. In the academic environment, effort increases were noticed as well but in some academic experiments test-driven development was seen to lead to reduced effort levels. As for the quality effects, a majority of the industrial studies showed a positive effect on the amount of defects and in certain cases the differences to previous company baselines were quite significant. Fewer academic studies reported reduced defect rates and the results were not quite as significant; in one, defect rates actually went up with test-driven development.

Recently, Rafique and Mišić [4] gathered experiences from 25 test-driven development studies in a statistical meta-analysis which focused on the dimensions of external quality and productivity. Empirical results from existing studies were used as much as data was available from the primary studies. The studies were categorized as academic or industrial and the development method of the respective control groups was noted as well. It seemed to matter which development method the reference group was using in terms of how effective test-driven development was seen to be.

Rafique and Mišić conclude that external quality could be seen to have improved with test-driven development in bigger, and longer, industrial projects but the same effect was not noticed in all academic experiments. For productivity, the results were indecisive and there was a bigger gap between the academic experiments and industrial case studies than with external quality. Desai et al. [5] came to a similar conclusion in their review of academic studies: some aspects of internal and external quality saw improvement but the results for productivity were mixed—experience of the students was a seen as a factor in the experiments.

All of the previous reviews offer valuable insights into the effects of test-driven development as a whole by gathering information from a number of existing studies. While the research method is similar to the aforementioned reviews, in this review the idea is to extend previous knowledge by breaking down the quality attributes to more atomic units as far as data is available from the empirical studies. We expect that this will lead to deeper understanding of the effect test-driven development has on various attributes of quality.

3 Research Method

Empirical studies in software engineering can be conducted by using research methods which support the collection of empirical findings in various settings [6]. Runeson and Höst write that surveys, case studies, experiments and action research serve different purposes: surveys are useful as descriptive methods, case studies can be used for exploring a phenomena whereas experiments can at best be explanatory while action research is a flexible methodology that can be used
for improving some aspects that are related to the research focus [6]. Test-driven development has been the object of study in a number of research endeavours that have utilized such methods.

Literature reviews can be used for constructing a theoretical framework for a study which helps to formulate a problem statement and in the end identify the purpose of a study [7]. In integrative literature reviews [8], existing literature itself is the object of study and emerging or mature topics can be analyzed in more detail in order to create new perspectives on the topic. Systematic literature reviews [9] have similar objectives as integrative reviews but stress that the review protocols, search strategies and finally both inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria are explicitly defined.

The research method in this study is an integrative literature review which was performed to discover a representative sample of empirical studies about the effects of test-driven development from the industry and academia alike. Creswell [10] writes that literature reviews should start by identifying the keywords to use as search terms for the topic. Keywords that were used were such as test driven development, test driven, test first programming and test first. The second step suggested by Creswell is to apply these search terms in practice and find relevant publications from catalogs and publication databases. Several search engines from known scientific publishers were used in the process, namely the keywords were entered into search fields at the digital libraries of the Institute of Electrical Engineers (IEEE), Association of Computer Machinery (ACM), Springer and Elsevier. The titles and abstracts of the first few hundred highest-ranked entries from each service were manually screened. Although the search was repeated several times with the aforementioned keywords with multiple search engines on different occasions, the review protocol wasn’t entirely systematic since there wasn’t a single, exact, search string and entries were not evaluated if they had a low rank in the search results.

A selection of relevant publications from a larger body requires that there is at least some sort of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Merriam [7] suggests that the criteria can for instance include the consideration of the seminality of the author, date of publication, topic relevance to current research and the overall quality of the publication in question. There was no strict filter according to the year of publication so the main criterion was whether the publication included empirical findings of test-driven development and presented results either from the industry or academia. The quality of publications and general relevance were used as exclusion criteria in some cases. While the objective was to gather all the relevant research, there was a limited number of publications that could be reviewed in greater detail due to the nature of the study.

After applying the criteria, 19 publications remained to be analyzed further. These publications, listed in Table 1, were conference proceedings and journal articles that had relevant empirical information about test-driven development. In 2009, Turhan et al. [2] identified 22 publications in their systematic literature review of test-driven development and 7 of these publications are also included in
Table 1. An overview of the publications included in the review and the effects of test-driven development on quality factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author Name and Year</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Coupling</th>
<th>Cohesion</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Effort</th>
<th>External Quality</th>
<th>Productivity</th>
<th>Maintainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bhat and Nagappan 2006</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canfora et al. 2006</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogias and Batic 2011</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George and Williams 2003</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x_ x+</td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geras et al. 2004</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximilien and Williams 2003</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagappan et al. 2008</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams et al. 2003</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>x+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janzen and Saiedian 2008</td>
<td>Industry/Academia</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeyski and Szala 2010</td>
<td>Industry/Academia</td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Müller and Höfer 2007</td>
<td>Industry/Academia</td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desai et al. 2009</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gupta and Jalote 2007</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x+ x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang and Holcombe 2009</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janzen and Saiedian 2006</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeyski 2010</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pančur and Ciglar 2011</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vu et al. 2009</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willerson et al. 2012</td>
<td>Academia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This integrative review but some of the previously identified publications remain outside the analysis.

The findings of the studies of this review were used to construct a map of quality attributes and the perceived effects noted in each study. Construction of the quality map proceeded so that an attribute was added to the map if a particular study contained empirical data about the attribute so the attributes were not predetermined. This map lead to a more detailed analysis of the individual attributes. The literature review itself was completed in 2012 [11].

4 Effects of Test-Driven Development

Test-driven development has had a role in certain empirical studies but how are the different software engineering areas affected in practice? This section describes the results of the literature review and gathers the information about the perceived effects from the empirical studies included in the review.

Quality attributes of products, processes and resources can be related to the internal quality of objects or to the external quality which requires the consideration of not just the object but its external circumstances as well [31]. These
attributes can be either direct and readily measured or indirectly composed of several different attributes.

In the review, empirical findings for 10 different, internal and external, quality attributes were gathered from the 19 reviewed research reports which covered the effects of test-driven development. The extracted attributes or qualities which are analyzed further below include the following: the amount and density of defects, code coverage, code complexity, coupling, cohesion, size, effort, external quality, productivity and finally maintainability.

An overview of the results indicates that various effects on the quality attributes have been recorded in the test-driven development studies. The quality map which summarizes the effects is illustrated in Table 1 where the included publications are sorted by author and the study context which here is either industry or academia or a mixture of both. Case studies and experiments with industrial professionals in their own environment are considered industrial studies. Controlled and quasi-controlled experiments with student subjects are categorized as academic.

Across all the studies in the review, there are a total of 73 reported quality attribute effects that are shown in the quality map. Out of these effects, 12 have been labeled as significant positive effects whereas there are 9 effects labeled significantly negative. The rest of the 52 effects are either neutral or inconclusive. Significant positive effects mean that there was a statistically significant difference between the development practices compared in the study and the difference was in favor of test-driven development or there was enough significant qualitative data that suggested a meaningful difference. Significant negative effects means that test-driven development was in similar terms considered worse than other development practices it was compared against. In the quality map, significant positive effects are denoted by a superscript plus symbol \( x^+ \) and significant negative effects by a subscript minus symbol \( x_\cdot \); an undecorated \( x \) symbol signifies inconclusiveness, neutrality or the fact that the attribute was merely mentioned in the study results but not necessarily contemplated further as was the case with the size of code products in many reports. The following in-depth analysis of the effects and individual quality attributes shows what kind of role test-driven development can play in the software engineering process. A coarse-grained aggregation of the results is given at the end of the section.

4.1 Defect Density and the Number of Defects

In test-driven development, test code is written before the implementation which could theoretically lead to a reduced number of defects as fewer sections of code remain untested. Indeed, several industrial case studies show a relatively large reduction of defects compared to sister projects in the organizations where the trials were carried out.

Defect densities have reduced in a number of organizations and projects of different size. At IBM, a team that employed test-driven development for the first time was able to create software that had only half the defect density of previous comparable projects, and on average there were only around four defects
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While the overall amount of reported defects dropped, there were still the same relative amount of severe defects as with the previous release that didn’t use test-driven development methods [19]. Microsoft development teams were able to cut down their defect rates, as well, and the selected test-driven projects had a reduced defect density of sixty to ninety percent compared to similar projects [18]. In the telecommunications field, test-driven development seemed to slightly improve quality by reductions in defect densities before and especially after releases [14].

Outside the industry, test-driven development hasn’t always lead to drastically better outcomes than other development methods. Geras et al. experimented with industry professionals [16] but in a setting that resembled an experiment rather than a case study and didn’t notice much of a difference in defect counts between experimental teams that were instructed to use or not to use test-driven development in their task. Student developer teams reported in the research of Vu et al. [29] fared marginally better in terms of the amount of defects when teams were using test-driven development but it seems that process adherence was relatively low and the designated test-driven team wrote less test code than the non-test-driven team. In another student experiment, Wilkerson et al. [30] noticed that code inspections were more effective at catching defects than test-driven development; that is, more defects remained in the code that was developed using test-driven development than in the code that was inspected by a code inspection group.

4.2 Code Coverage

Covering a particular source code line requires that there is a corresponding block of executable test code that in turn executes the source code line. Besides the basic statement coverage, it is also possible to measure how well the test code covers code blocks or branches in the code [32]. Without test code, there is no coverage and the code product must be tested with other methods or left untested. Test-driven development should encourage the developers to write scores of tests which should lead to a high code coverage.

The message from the industry seems to be that development teams were able to achieve good coverage levels when they were using test-driven development. At Microsoft and IBM, block coverages were up to 80 and 90 percent for several projects which took advantage of test-driven development although for one larger project the block coverage was around 60 percent [18]. In the longitudinal case study of Janzen et al. [20], coverage for the products of an industry partner were reported to be on the same high levels as the projects at Microsoft and IBM. George and Williams observed similar coverage ratings in a shorter industry experiment earlier [19].

When development teams are writing tests after the implementation and not focusing on incremental test-driven development, coverage ratings tend to be lower although the team’s prior exposure to test-driven development can affect the way the developers behave in future projects [20]. Experience of the developers in general seems to be a factor in explaining how individual developers...
work and how well they’re able to adhere to the test-driven development process [22, 27]. Students who are more unfamiliar with the concept might not be able to achieve as high a coverage as their industry peers [29]. Very low coverage rates might be a sign that design and implementation is not done incrementally with the help of tests.

Good coverage doesn’t necessarily mean that the tests are able to effectively identify incorrect behavior. Mutation testing consists of transforming the original source code with mutation operators; good tests should detect adverse mutations to the source code [32]. Pančur and Ciglarčić [28] noticed in their student experiment that even though the branch coverage was higher for the test-driven development students, the mutation score indicator was actually worse than the score of other students who were developing their code with a test-last approach. In another student experiment, the mutation score indicators were more or less equal [27].

4.3 Complexity

Complexity measures of code products can be used to describe individual code components and their internal structure. For instance, McCabe’s complexity [33] is calculated from the relative amount of branches in code while modern views of complexity take the structure of methods and classes into account [34]. Because code is developed in small code fragments with test-driven development, a reduction in the complexity of code is possible.

Reductions in complexity of classes have been observed both in the industry and academia but not all results are conclusive. Classes created by industrial test-driven developers seem to be more coherent and contain fewer complex methods [20] or the products seem less complex overall [14]. Student developers have on occasion constructed less complex classes with test-driven development [20, 29] but in some cases the differences in complexity between development methods have been small [28].

4.4 Coupling and Cohesion

Coupling and cohesion are properties of object-oriented code constructs and measure the interconnectivity and internal consistency of classes [34]. Through incremental design, test-driven development could encourage developers to create classes which have more distinct roles.

Relatively few test-driven development studies have reported coupling or cohesion metrics: coupling measures, for instance, are not entirely straightforward to analyze as classes can be naturally interconnected in an object-oriented design pattern [20]. In an industrial case study, Janzen et al. noted that coupling was actually greater in the project which utilized test-driven development [20] and the experiences were similar in another student study [26]. As for cohesion, classes constructed by test-driven developers can have fine cohesion figures but the effect is not reported to be constant across all cases and at times cohesion has been lower when test-driven development has been used [20].
4.5 Size

Besides examining the structure of code products and the relationships of objects, it is possible to determine the size of these elements. The amount of source code lines is one size measure which can be used to characterize code products. Test-driven development involves writing a considerable amount of automated unit tests that contribute to the overall size of the code base but the incremental design and implementation could have an effect on the size of the classes and methods written.

The ratio between test source code lines and non-test source code lines is one way to look at the relative size of test code. The studies from the industry show that the ratios can be substantial in projects where test-driven development is used. At Microsoft, the highest ratings were reported to be at 0.89 test code lines/production code lines, lowest at 0.39 test code lines/production code lines for a larger project and somewhere in between for other projects depending on the size of the project [18]. The numbers from IBM fall within this range at around 0.48 test code lines/production code lines [17]. Without test-driven development and with proper test-last principles, it is possible to reach fair ratios but the ratios tend to fall behind test-driven projects [14]. For student developers, the ratios have been observed to be on the same high level as industry developers [27] or somewhat lower, albeit in one case students were able to achieve a ratio of over 1 test code lines/production code lines without test-driven development [29]. It seems to be apparent that with test-driven development, the size of the overall code base increases due to the tests written if for every two lines of code there is at least a line of test code.

The size of classes and methods has in certain cases been affected under test-driven development. In the longitudinal industry study of Janzen [20], classes and methods were reported to be smaller although the same didn’t apply to several other case studies mentioned in the report. Similarly, students wrote lighter classes and methods in one case [20] but not in another [26]. Madeyski and Szałafouwashing controlled experiment that there was less code per user story when the developer was designing and implementing the stories with test-driven development [21]. Müller and Höfer conclude from an experiment that test-driven developers with less experience don’t necessarily create test code which has a larger code footprint but there might be some differences in the size of the non-test code in favor of the experts [22].

4.6 Effort

Effort is a process quality attribute [31] and here, it can be defined as the amount of exertion spent on a specific software engineering task. Typically, there is a relation between effort and duration and with careful consideration of the context the duration of a task could be seen as an indicator for effort spent. Test-driven development changes the design and implementation process of code products so the effort of these processes might be affected. The effects might not be limited
to these areas as the availability of automated tests is related to verification and validation activities as well.

Writing the tests seems to take time or then there are other factors which affect the development process as there have been experiences which suggest that the usage of test-driven development increases the effort. At Microsoft and IBM, managers estimated that development took about 15 to 30 percent longer [18]. Effort also increased in the study of Doğan and Batič [14] where the development took around three to four thousand man-hours more in an approximately six-month project; the developers felt the increase was at least partly due to the test-driven practices. George and Williams [15] and Canfora et al. [13] came to the same conclusion in their experiments that developers used more time with test-driven development. Effort and time spent on testing has also been shown to increase in academical experiments [25]. However, the correlation between test-driven development and effort isn’t that straightforward as Geras et al. [16] didn’t notice such a big difference and students have been shown to get a faster start into development with test-driven development [24].

Considering effort, it is not enough to look at the initial stages of development, as more effort is put on the development of the code products in later stages of the software life cycle when the code is being maintained or refactored for other purposes. Here, the industrial case study of Doğan and Batič [14] provides interesting insights into the different stages of development. Even though the test-driven development team had used more time in the development phase before the major release of the product, maintenance work on the code that was previously written with test-driven development was substantially easier and less time-consuming. The observation period for the maintenance period was around nine months, and during this time the test-driven team was quickly making up for the increased effort in the initial development stage, although they were still several thousand man-hours behind the aggregated effort of the non-test-driven teams when the observation ended.

4.7 External Quality

External quality in this review refers to qualitative, subjective and environment specific information from the empirical studies that doesn’t easily convert to quantifiable metrics. For instance, mixed-method research approaches have been applied in several studies which have utilized various surveys and interviews to gather subjective opinions about test-driven development.

When customers are shown products which have been developed with test-driven development, they don’t necessarily perceive a shift in quality. Huang and Holcombe [25] interviewed customers of a student project with a detailed questionnaire and asked how they felt about the quality of the product after having used it for a month. According to the results, the development method didn’t affect the quality that the customers saw: test-driven products got similar ratings as the products of other development methods.

Perhaps developers who participate in the design and implementation of software can better explain what the true effects of test-driven development are?
Dogša and Batič [14] investigated this question with a survey for the industry developers who took part in the study and they felt that they were able to provide better code quality through test-driven development. The students in the study of Gupta and Jalote [24] had the sense that test-driven development improved the testability of their creation but at the same time reduced the confidence in the design of the system.

4.8 Productivity

Productivity is an indirect resource metric based on the relation between the amount of some tangible items produced and the effort required to produce the output. The resources can, for instance, be developers while the output can be products resulting from development work like source code or implemented user stories. Productivity is an external attribute which is sensitive to the environment [31]. Test-driven development seemed to be a factor in the increased effort of the developers as previously described but could the restructured development process and the tests written somehow accelerate the implementation velocity of the user stories or affect the rate by which developers write source code lines?

There have been a number of studies which have featured test-driven development and productivity. Dogša and Batič [14] reported that the industrial test-driven developer team produced code at a slightly lower rate than the other teams involved in the study and the developers also thought themselves that their productivity was affected by the practices required in test-driven development. In the experiment of Madeyski and Szala [21], there were some signs of increased productivity but it was noted that there were certain validity threats for this single-developer study. Student developers who used test-driven development in the study of Gupta and Jalote [24] were on average on the same level or a bit faster in producing source code lines than student teams developing without test-driven development. In the study of Huang and Holcombe [25], students were also faster with test-driven development, although the difference didn’t exceed statistical significance. But then again there have been test-driven student teams whose productivity has been lower in terms of implemented features or source code lines [29]. In some cases, no differences between the productivity of student teams have been found [28].

The time it takes to produce one line of code might depend on the type of code being written as well. Müller and Höfer [22] examined the productivity rates when experts and students were developing code in a test-driven development experiment and noticed that both experts and students wrote test code faster than they wrote the implementation code. Experts were generally faster in writing code than students but both groups of developers wrote test code three times faster reaching maximum rates of 150 lines of code per hour. Test-driven development involves writing a lot of test code but based on this result, writing an equal amount of test code doesn’t take as long as writing implementation code which is something to consider.
4.9 Maintainability

Maintainability is a property that is related to some of the evolution aspects of software: the easiness of finding out what to change from existing code, the relative effort to make a change and the sustained confidence that everything works well after the change with sufficient mechanisms to verify the effects [35]. An array of automated tests might at least help to increase the testability and stability of software which implies that test-driven has a chance to affect maintainability.

Few empirical studies about test-driven development mention maintainability and there seems to be room for additional research in this area. The industrial case study of Dogša and Batič [14] considers maintainability and the nine months maintenance period seems long enough to draw some initial conclusions. As previously described, serving the change requests for the code that had been developed with test-driven development took less time and was thus more effortless. In addition, when interviewed, developers in the study answered to a closed question that the development practice helped them to make the software more maintainable. While more research could verify whether the effect is of a constant nature, the idea is still encouraging.

4.10 Aggregation of Results

A summary of the reported effects and the frequency of individual quality attributes in research reports is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the attributes are ordered by the number of publications showing significant positive effects associated to a particular attribute. Besides showing the positive effects, the figure illustrates the number of publications showing neutral or inconclusive effects and significant negative effects as reported in the respective publications. It should be considered that this is a coarse-grained aggregation of the study results that ignores the different contexts. A summary tailored for a specific context might look different. However, the study gives an overview of the trends and can be seen as a starting point for deeper analysis and interpretation.

Many of the significant positive effects are associated with defects but there are some positive effects related to external quality, complexity, maintainability and size. The negative effects are mostly related to effort and productivity although in one study test-driven development was seen to reduce effort. There are also several studies showing no effect with respect to effort. In case of effort and productivity, this might indicate that there are hidden context factors that have an influence on the effect of test-driven development. Code coverage is a common attribute that is mentioned in the studies but it is rarely highlighted as a key dependent variable in the studies or the results have been found inconclusive; the same can be said for size.

4.11 Limitations

The results of the individual studies have a limited scope of validity and cannot be easily generalized and compared. Therefore, the findings presented in this
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Fig. 1. The occurrence of positive, neutral and negative effects for each quality attribute as reported by the test-driven development publications included in the review article need a careful analysis of the respective contexts before applying in other environments. The completeness of the integrative literature review was based on the ranking algorithm of the search engines and might have been enforced more strictly. Other threats to validity concern the use of qualitative inclusion and exclusion criteria as well as the selection of databases, search terms, and the chosen timeframe. Due to these factors, there could be a selection bias related to the selection of the publications. This needs to be taken into care when interpreting and using the results of this integrative literature review.

5 Conclusion

This integrative literature review analyzed the effects of test-driven development from existing empirical studies. The detailed review collected empirical findings for different quality attributes and found out varying effects to these attributes. Based on the results, prominent effects include the reduction of defects and the increased maintainability of code. The internal quality of code in terms of coupling and cohesion seem not to be affected so much but code complexity might be reduced a little with test-driven development. With all the tests written, the whole code base becomes larger but more source code lines are being covered by tests. Test code is faster to write than the code implementing the test but many of the studies report increased effort in development.

The quality map constructed as part of the review shows some possible directions for future research. One of the promising effects was the increased maintainability and reduced effort it took to maintain code later but at the time of the review there was only a single study from Dogša and Batič [14] which had specifically focused on maintainability. This could be one of the areas for further research on test-driven development.
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